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 WOMEN EMPOWERMENT: FISHING
HANDS HANDLE FIBERGLASS AND
BUILDING BLOCKS

This is the story of how the

t s u n a m i -  a f f e c t e d

fisherwomen were brought together

and trained in various innovative

enterprises  in Nagapattinam to help

them in their livelihood. The women

aren’t just empowered in their own

hamlets; they also pave the way for the

economic development of their

community. Training to several Self

Help Groups (SHGs) on making unique,

cost-efficient products was imparted.

Fisherwomen actively participated and

learnt the micro finance techniques.

Economic assistance in the form of

revolving credit was obtained from the

banks.   The groups have started their

production and are running

successfully now.  The products for

which training and assistance were

given to the women were Micro

Concrete Roofing (MCR), Cement

Concrete Hollow Block Production,

Stabilized Compressed Earth Blocks

(SCEBs), Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic

Sanitary Pan and Door Products (FRP),

training in footwear and other fancy

leather products and eco-friendly

paper products by changing wastes to

useful things. Similar other ventures

are perfume candle making, vermi

Turning Threat Into
Opportunities
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composting, coir making, computer

sambirani and agarbathi making,

terracotta and palm leaf products.

Training in other skills like fish trading,

grocery shops, vegetable cultivation,

sanitary napkin preparation, bakery,

tailoring, masonry work, auto rickshaw

operation, tailoring, catering

technology, solar fish drying

technology, mason training, bakery

production, fish pickle production,

fattening of crabs/lobsters, computer

training, paper cup manufacturing,

candle making and toy making have

been imparted.

 RECANALIZATION OPERATIONS

Tsunami orphaned not only

children, but also many parents who

had lost one or all their children

suffered untold trauma. In many cases

the victims had already been sterilized

and could not hope for any more

children. It is at this point that the

government stepped in and arranged

for Recanalization operations that

surgically revives their ability to bear

children. The government agreed to

bear the cost for the victims who could

undergo this surgery at public or

private hospitals. This gave them a

psychological reassurance that the

children whom they had lost to

the merciless waves would be

reborn to them. Two women from

N a g a p a t t i n a m a n d  o n e  f r o m

Kanniyakumari recently conceived

after the Recanalization operation.

One of them, Geetha had lost both

her children to the tsunami. The

other, Kumari Sivakumar, had lost two

of her three children. Both of

them conceived successfully after

recanalisation. After all, they could

see some light at the end of the

dark tunnel.

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE

M . Ashwini belongs to

Pudupettai fishing hamlet,

Cuddalore District.  Her father is

involved in fishing profession. Her

mother Bhanumathy, died in tsunami.

Ashwini was studying 12th standard in

Government Girls Higher Secondary

School, Parangipettai at that time.

The Government supported her

family with relief packages and the girl

with textbooks.  In the 12th standard

board exams, she has secured 817

marks out of 1200 marks.  With support

from the District Administration,

the girl was allotted MBBS medical seat

in Medical College, Kozhikode.

She is now doing her first year MBBS in

Kozhikode Medical College.

Arun Nehru is from Thazhanguda

fishing hamlet, Cuddalore District.

He was studying 12 th standard in

Government Higher Secondary School

at Manjakuppam, Cuddalore District.

All the household articles, including

his textbooks, were washed away by the

tidal waves. Arun got the relief meant

for school going tsunami-affected

children from the state government.

In the 12 th standard public exams,
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he secured 1142 out of 1200

(a whopping 95.16%), and secured first

rank in his school and second rank in

the district among state board

competitors.  He secured 198 out of

200 in Chemistry and Biology, 195 out

of 200 in Physics and Mathematics, 190

in Tamil and 166 in English.  Currently,

he is studying BE in Agriculture at the

Agriculture University at Coimbatore.

LIVELIHOOD ASSISTANCE TO
TSUNAMI AFFECTED SHGS IN
KANYAKUMARI DISTRICT

A total of 1478 SHGs were given

revolving fund to the tune of

Rs  1814.60 Lakh which will enable the

tsunami affected S H Gs to get further

economic assistance for the future.

More over, 64 S H Gs in the rural areas

have been provided with economic

assistance of Rs.225.10 lakh (Subsidy

component – Rs 72.5 lakh, Loan

component - Rs 152.60 lakh).  Apart

from the fund oriented assistance, 835

S H Gs in the coastal areas have been

given training in trades like Sea Weed

farming, Bakery, Chappal making,

tailoring, Coir products, banana fibre

products etc.

PSYCHOSOCIAL CARE

The tsunami exacted a heavy

emotional toll on thousands

of children who were traumatized by

the disaster. District Administrations

took various steps like organizing

recreation trips, sports meets, puppet

shows and street plays in which the

affected children took part in order to

help the children to cope up with the

shock and trauma.

The District Administration of

Cuddalore came up with an innovative

idea and succeeded in getting sponsors

for 71 play parks in the coastal villages

and in the orphanage at Pudhupalayam.

These play parks, which are unique to

Cuddalore district, served as one of the

major tools in bringing the children

back to normal life by keeping them

engaged in playing during the initial

stages of tsunami. The Department of

Social Welfare took extensive steps for

the purpose of bringing the affected

villagers out of distress and

depression. Counselling camps were

organized for this purpose in all the

villages covering 46000 individuals in

14000 families. The department had

imparted counselling training to

Trainers and Community Level

Workers totaling 3000 persons who

will be permanent counsellers in their

respective areas.

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS: PRO-
ACTIVE COMMUNITIES

Here is a village that escaped

from the tsunami because of

its pro-active Disaster Preparedness

Training programme—Samiyarpettai

fishing hamlet, Silambimangalam

village, Cuddalore district. The

programme was organized in this

village on 14th September 2004, much

before the tsunami. So when the

tsunami stuck, the villagers knew how

to respond. ‘‘Many more of us would

have been killed had we not done what

we were trained for,’’ says Chandran,

one of the survivors. Meera belongs to

Samiyarpettai Village in Chidambaram

Taluk.  She is a member of the ‘Fore-

warning Committee’ under Village

Disaster Management Plan and had also

obtained training in the month of

October 2004.  On 26 th December

2004, at the time of Tsunami, Meera

realized that water was entering the

village. She boldly rushed to the
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seashore to do her duty of warning the

people who were there without caring

for her own life. There were about 500

people along the seashore. Due to her

efforts, many lives were saved in the

seashore.  When the second set of waves

came, she too ran away but the waves

reached and she managed to save

herself by clinging to the gate of a house

on the beach road near the seashore

area. Even after having saved herself

from the jaws of death, she continued

her service with exemplary courage

and bravery and saved more lives.  She

held the hands of four persons and

brought them to safety. She was

awarded the Kalpana Chawla Award for

Courage and Daring Enterprise for the

year 2005-2006 with a cash prize of Rs

5,00,000 by the Hon’ble Chief Minister

of Tamil Nadu.

MEASURES TAKEN TO SAFEGUARD
THE FISHING HAMLETS FROM SEA
EROSION

Thazhanguda, one of

theTsunami affected fishing

hamlets is situated near the confluence

point of Pennaiyar River with the sea.

A portion of the village, flushed with

coconut plantation, was heavily

affected with sea erosion during the

tsunami. To avoid further erosion and

to protect the coconut plantation, a sea

wall of palmyrah piles was driven for a

length of 150 meters at a total cost of

Rs 10.00 lakh, which is only about 20%

of the cost of the usual rubble masonry

wall.  Such measures are not only cost

effective but also eco-friendly.

FISH MARKETING CENTRES

The Gremaltes Hospital, Ger

man Leprosy and TB Relief

Association – India, an NGO came

forward to construct a fish market at

an estimated cost of Rs.15 lakhs which

replaced the dilapidated building, used

by the women to sell fish. The Fish

market can accommodate about 50

women who want to sell fish. All the

women are given the equipment like

boxes to store fish and weighing scale

that are needed to sell fish.  It is the

first permanent community asset,

which has the perfect partnership of

the Government, NGOs and the

community. The participation of the

beneficiaries was ensured right from

the beginning of the expression of the

need for the fish market up to the

inauguration.  It will go a long way in

helping the fishermen and women to

build their lives financially secure.  In

Chennai, totally 10 such fish markets

along the coastline are being

sponsored.

STEEL - STEALING THE CHARM!

35-year-old Paul Raj is a boat

yard owner. He says that 22

steel boats are being manufactured, of

which 7 of them are in the finishing

stage. This is the first time that steel

boats are being introduced in

Nagapattinam. Nearly 13-14 tonnes of

steel are required for a single steel boat

along with 5 tonnes of wood. The

modeling of the boat is inspired by
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Kerala boats.  The main advantage of

having such a boat is – it makes long

sailing easier with a big and an efficient

engine. The fuel consumption is also

very less as compared to the wooden

boat which has a smaller engine. In a

steel boat, a 1000-meter rope can be

used to catch larger fish on the sea

surface. But in a wooden boat,

overloading is not possible and hence

the length of the rope used is shorter.

Ice storage boxes are inbuilt in these

boats, which increases the life of catch.

Since these boats cost nearly Rs.20 lakh

each the Government facilitated by

providing subsidy with loans to the

fishermen under the Rajiv Gandhi

Rehabilitation Package for tsunami

affected areas for manufacturing

through the banks.  Skilled labourers

to do the construction work were

brought in from Kochi and Kollam. “The

introduction of these boats has boosted

our morale. It will surely bring

prosperity to our business. We just wish

that the monthly burden of repaying

the loan amount was further reduced.

Also, if 8-10 people are permitted on

each boat compared to the present six,

we can improve our day’s catch and

earn more profits,” says Paul Raj.

BRIDGING THE GAP BETWEEN
MELAMANAKUDI –
KEEZHAMANAKUDI

The bridge which connected

the two villages of

Melamanakudi and Keezhamanakudi,

was constructed in 2004 was

completely washed away by the tidal

waves.  The construction of a

temporary bridge was started in the

month of July 2005 at a cost of Rs.1.43

crores and this has been completed

successfully.  Normally, for the width

of the crossing (140 meters) here,

administrations will wait for a

permanent bridge to be built.  In this

case, even though a permanent bridge

was coming up nearby, the

administration thought it fit to put-up

a temporary bridge to resume

immediate connectivity.

EXPEDITIOUS REPAIR OF HOUSES

The tsunami left thousands of

houses fully damaged and

thousands in a partly damaged

condition.  With the help of the NGOs

and within a span of three months, a

total of 3573 houses at a cost of Rs 4

Crore approximately were fully

repaired in all the 33 affected hamlets

of Kanyakumari district.  This helped

thousands of people to get back to their

normal lives.

PHILANTHROPISTS COME TO THE
AID OF INJURED

Immediately after tsunami,

many people who were injured

got admitted in various private

hospitals within Kanyakumari District

and also in Trivandrum District of

Kerala State.  For many of these

affected persons, the medical bills were

huge.  In this situation the District

Administration put forward the request
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of settling medical bills of these private

hospitals to the NGOs, Voluntary

Organizations, Civil Society

organizations, Philanthropists etc. who

wholeheartedly donated cash to the

tune of Rs.30 lakh.  This helped the

victims of tsunami to obtain immediate

relief and get back to their normal lives.

POTABLE WATER – A DREAM COME
TRUE

Akkaraipettai is a pre-

dominantly fishermen area

situated very close to the sea.  This

densely populated village always faced

the scarcity of safe drinking water.

The under ground water is too salty to

drink and the only other source of

drinking water was about 3 kms from

the village.  In response to this

problem, Thirumalai Charity Trust

(TCT) set up 4 desalination plants to

provide safe drinking water.  These

plants turned out to be of great value

for the villagers of Akkaraipettai,

Kuttiandiyur, Nambiar Nagar, Seruthur

and Chandrapadi. Each tank has a

capacity of purifying nearly twenty

thousand litres and the administration

is sharing the O & M costs.

Further, in order to sustain the

cleaning and maintenance of the plant,

Re 1 per pot is being collected.  It was a

decision taken by the Village

panchayat as they did not want to do

away with such a wonderful facility

even if the TCT leaves the place. A

seven-member team has been formed

for this purpose. A joint account has

been opened and all the members have

been given orientation on the

functioning and maintenance of the

plant.

AN INSPIRATION AND A ROLE MODEL
FOR WOMEN

Thoduvai, a non-descript

village in the northern

corner of Nagapattinam district is

witness to what a highly motivated

woman can achieve. The 28 year-old

M. Shantha Kumari, hailing from a

fishing community, is the first woman

to pursue Doctoral studies (PhD) in

Nagapattinam district in the field of

Fisheries.  Her research attempts an in-

depth study of the life of fishing

communities in Nagapattinam district

and their culture.

When asked why she chose this

topic she said, “No one has ever

attempted to study the life of fishing

communities in Nagapattinam district

although similar work has been done in

other parts of the state. I want to be a

link between the developed

communities and the fishing

AKKRAIPETTAI TURNS INTO A KNOWLEDGE CENTRE

Akkaraipettai in Nagapattinam is a rural village that has transformed into

a hi-tech power centre. It was one of the worst hit areas with 781 people

falling victim to tsunami.  As part of the efforts to expand livelihood

options and make coastal areas connected to the global economy, a Village

Knowledge Centre has been started by M.S. Swaminathan Research

Foundation with the support and aid from the TATA Relief Committee.

The Centre trains villagers in information technology. It also disseminates

relevant information relating to agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries,

health, education, rural enterprises and disaster management to the

villages. The Village Knowledge Centre has come as a great blessing to

the village as an enthusiastic bunch of students have mastered computer

tools including web design and three local volunteers have got the chance

to teach the same to the villagers. Mr S.Balakumar, Project Associate, at

the Centre feels that it is a great help to the village as fishermen collect

information and warnings of cyclone and weather, and students to upgrade

their skills.
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community so that they’ll know the

issues that we face”.

But it has not been that easy for

Shantha Kumari. The tsunami almost

brought her research work to a halt.

With a three month-old child, the

displacement to a temporary tsunami

shelter was not pleasant or convenient.

Recollecting the reaction of her

community at Chinnamedu,

her native village south of Thoduvai she

says, “My community was very

skeptical in the beginning but now I’m

looked upon by them as a role model

for other girls of the village. Around 18-

20 girls in my village are now

continuing their higher studies. My

philosophy is to demonstrate

something rather than keep talking

about it”.   Her mother, uncle, husband

and her in-laws have been extremely

co-operative and supportive.

When asked what her future dream

is she says, “My priority is to become a

lecturer so that I can motivate more

students to get educated. Even if I

become a lecturer I want to be involved

in the development of my community

and more importantly the women”. She

hopes to complete her doctoral studies

by next year and Thoduvai will add

another chapter to its remarkable

recovery from the tsunami.
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PROFESSIONALS FROM POOMPUHAR
THE E-LITERATE SCHOOL

The Panchayat Union Middle

School at  Kaveripoom

pattinam (more popularly known as

Poompuhar - a historic place) may

seem like any other ordinary school

until one enters it and visits the

computer centre inside. Post-tsunami,

the school has seen an investment of

more than Rs. 4.5 lakhs by various

external development agencies and

individual philanthropists of the

village. This includes educational aids

such as text books, bags, play materials,

desks, benches, uniforms, bicycles,

ceiling fans, computers, etc.

The computer centre is a part of

the public-private partnership at the

school. It seeks to impart technical

skills to schoolchildren who may not

have an opportunity to acquire such

skills.   Mr. Anbalagan, the school Head

Master says, “Even the students who

are weak in studies excel in computers.

Moreover, they (the students) teach us

(the teachers) about operating

computers and are quite excited about

the whole concept”.

The students spend about two

hours every week learning new

concepts. The school has provided a

large hall for the purpose and has

earmarked two periods per week for the

students to learn various applications

on the computers.  Most of the students

have never had any prior experience

in operating a computer which most of

us take for granted. Although they

longed to work on one, they never had

the opportunity to access one or could

never afford it. Krithika, an eighth

standard student says, “This is the first

time I’ve been able to touch a computer

and play games on it.” When 14 year-

old Subhash was asked what ‘MS’ in MS-

Word meant, he promptly replied that

it stood for Microsoft. The school is

likely to get six more computers

shortly taking the total to twenty.

As a teacher rightly put it, “The

computer training will help students to

compete with other students by

providing them with wider

employment opportunities and an

opportunity to pursue higher

education”. One of the future plans is

to provide internet connectivity thus

opening a new world to them. The day

is not far when these kids will be able to

reach greater heights just because they

acquired a new skill during their school

days.

TWINS SPRING BACK TO LIFE

For the villages that were

almost wiped off the map by

the tsunami, the comeback has been

simply amazing. Akkaraipettai and

Keechankuppam, known the world over

as the worst affected habitations in

India, lost more than 1600 of their

inhabitants along with most of their

houses, fishing boats, mechanised

trawlers, community infrastructure

such as schools, fish auction halls,

drying centres, etc.. But equally

dramatic has been their path to

restoration and recovery. The Tamil

Nadu Forest Department is raising a

Cyclone Bio-Shield consisting of coconut

saplings next to the seashore aptly

dedicating the individual saplings to

those who lost their lives in the tsunami.

A new and majestic bridge is being

built across the Kaduvaiyaru River

connecting the two villages to the nearby

Nagapattinam town.  Some say it could

be as tall as the lighthouse located a few

hundred meters away in the

Nagapattinam port!

While the fish-drying yard is

complete and ready for use, the auction

hall will be completed shortly. The

Higher Secondary School at

Akkaraipettai, which lost close to 500 of

its students, now sports new classroom

blocks and a new laboratory that will be

completed by early next year.

Indian Potash Limited, Suyam

Charitable Trust, World Vision India, and

Manu Needhi Pasarai, all NGO’s/

Corporates are helping in the

construction of additional classrooms,

laboratories, buildings, etc., changing the

face of education in Akkaraipettai. An

LCD Projector and a number of teaching
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software have been installed. TIFAC

which is a Central Government agency,

has constructed five Community Sheds

which are currently being put to use as

Village Knowledge Centre, centre to

impart livelihood skills, etc.

The Community Rain Shelter built

by the Tata Relief Committee at

Akkaraipettai on land donated by the

Government will enable the

communities to protect themselves

against future disasters. Last December

these twin villages symbolized the

devastation and destruction caused by

the tsunami and the agony that it

brought. But twelve months on, they

symbolise hope and renewed strength

in the face of extreme adversities. The

world will remember these two villages

not for what happened on 26th

December, 2004 but for what they are

now and all that they stand for.

TINY TOTS BRAVE THE KILLER
WAVES

As part of the efforts to

psychologically rehabilitate

the children affected by tsunami, the

district administration of

Nagapattinam has conducted a drawing

competition for tsunami affected

children. The paintings reflected deep

wounds inflicted by tsunami on these

children. The sensitive drawings

painted by Tsunami affected children

were converted into greeting cards by

the district administration and the sale

proceeds go to the benefit of the

children. A similar initiative has been

taken by Collector, Cuddalore.

THE TEN STRATEGIES THAT PROVED SUCCESSFUL

1. Focused leadership at political and administrative levels resulting in speedy decisions and implementation –

Constant monitoring by Hon’ble CM, Cabinet Ministers and the State Level Committee headed by Chief Secretary

and State Relief Commissioner.

2. Complete decentralization of powers through the empowerment of local district officials who were the focal point

for all decisions.

3 Need based relief activities taken up in advance, examples being the sustenance packages announced for four

months in advance when the livelihoods were not returning to normalcy, packages for fishermen and for orphaned

children / adolescent girls.

4. Streamlining the flow of resources – advance release of contingency amounts to Collectors, co-ordinating the

movement of relief materials at the State and District levels through participation with NGOs and use of Government

organizations like Tamil Nadu Medical Services Corporation, Tamil Nadu Civil Supplies Corporation Ltd., etc.

5. Providing a platform for the active participation and co-ordination with NGOs / Corporates and Civil Society

Organizations from the first week of the disaster.  Issue of orders for a Comprehensive Village Development

Model that paved the way for uniform reconstruction activities.

6. No compromise on standards relating to the quality of materials, specifications for the buildings and the provision

of water supply, electricity and other services.

7. Participation of the community at every level of decision making including the formation of local level committees

to oversee relief, decide on housing locations  / building plans and purchase of fishing gear.

8. Coverage of all sectors, however small they were – the relief and rehabilitation activities touched every affected

family whether they were fishers, farmers, farm labourers, SC/ST’s, students, widows, orphans, women who

have undergone sterilization operations and so on.

9. Comprehensive use of technology – wireless sets covering the coastal Panchayats, Collectors, other officers and

their vehicles - Web based reporting as well as extensive usage of internet by hosting all the Government orders,

guidelines for housing, photos for missing persons, list of individual beneficiaries and activities of the Collectors.

10. Focus on the conservation of coastal ecology by giving extensive support for the plantation of mangroves,

shelterbelt plantations and sand dunes -    the housing reconstruction policy being fully in tune with the Coastal

Regulatory Zone Notifications.
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